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A Characterization of Translation Hyperovals
ANTONIO MASCHIETTI
In this paper, a characterization of translation hyperovals in any translation plane of even order and
one of regular hyperovals in Desarguesian planes of even order are given. These characterizations
make use of the concept of a strongly regular secant line.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An oval in a projective plane is a subset O of points satisfying the following two properties:
(i) any three points of O are never collinear;
(ii) O has exactly one tangent line at each of its points.
If the plane is finite and has order q, then an oval consists of q C 1 points.
The problem of classifying ovals is still open, even in the case of Desarguesian planes. In
the finite case, if PG.2; q/ is the Desarguesian projective plane over the Galois field GF .q/
and q is odd, then every oval is the point set of a conic of PG.2; q/. This is the famous
Segre’s theorem [12]. This theorem does not hold when q is even; in this case, there are many
different classes of ovals which are not conics. For an account on ovals the reader is referred
to [5, 8].
Comparable to Segre’s theorem is a theorem due to Buekenout [1, 2]: if Pascal’s theorem
holds for an oval O in a (finite or infinite) projective plane, then the plane is Pappian and O
is a conic.
This theorem is very interesting, since a graphic property of an oval allows one to determine
the type of the plane. Many generalizations exist of Buekenhout’s theorem; an account of
these may be found in [3, 8].
If O is an oval in any projective plane, a line ‘ is called a Pascal line of O if all the
hexagons inscribed in O have the following property: if two diagonal points lie on ‘, then the
third one is also on ‘. Buekenhout [2] raised the problem of determining the set of the Pascal
lines of an oval in a finite projective plane. In PG.2; q/, q even, the Pascal lines of an oval
form one of the following sets (see [4, 7]):
(1) the empty set;
(2) one tangent, and the oval is a translation oval;
(3) all lines, and the oval is a conic.
In this paper we study a similar problem. We recall the concept (introduced in [10]) of a
regular triple with respect to a hyperoval  (a set of q C 2 points, any three of which are
not collinear) in a projective plane of even order q and that of a strongly regular secant line.
Then Theorem 2 below, which holds in any translation plane, and its corollaries, stated in a
Desarguesian plane, yield:
In PG.2; q/, q even, the strongly regular lines of a hyperoval  form one of the following
sets:
(10) the empty set;
(20) one secant, and  is a translation hyperoval;
(30) all the secant through a point of , and  is a regular hyperoval, that is a conic completed
by its nucleus, the meet of all the tangent lines to the conic.
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2. HYPEROVALS WITH A STRONGLY REGULAR SECANT LINE
Let  be a hyperoval of a projective plane of even order q, 5q . We will denote the point
set of 5q by the same symbol 5q ; furthermore, if P and Q are distinct points of 5q , the
symbol P Q will denote the line on P and Q.
DEFINITION 1. Let  be a hyperoval of 5q . An unordered triple fX; Y; Zg of distinct points
of 5q n is said to be -regular if for every point P of 5q at least one of the lines P X , PY ,
P Z is -secant.
For every point P of 5q n, we set
E.P/ D fQ 2 5q n j Q 6D P; and the line P Q is -exteriorg
S.P/ D fQ 2 5q n j Q 6D P; and the line P Q is -secantg [ fPg:
Then the triple fX; Y; Zg is -regular iff E.X/ \ E.Y / \ E.Z/ D ;.
LEMMA 1. Let fX; Y; Zg be an -regular triple and P any point of 5q . If P X is -exterior
and PY is -secant, then P Z is -exterior.
PROOF. The proof is straightforward. 2
REMARK 1. Because of the complete symmetry of the definition of a regular triple, the
conclusion of the lemma does not change if we permute the points X , Y and Z . It follows
that if the lines P X and PY are both -secant, then the line P Z is -secant.
It is easy to check that the incidence structure the points of which are the points of 5q not
on  and the blocks of which are the subsets S.P/, for every P 2 5q n , is a Hadamard
2-design (see [9]).
We collect together some known results about regular triples, the proofs of which can be
found in [9] and [10].
RESULT 1. Let  be a hyperoval of 5q and H./ the associated Hadamard design:
(1) fX; Y; Zg is a regular triple if and only if fX; Y; Zg is a line of H./.
(2) If fX; Y; Zg and fX; Y; Z 0g are both regular, then Z D Z 0.
(3) For every X and Y there is Z such that fX; Y; Zg is regular iff q D 4. In this case H./
is isomorphic to the 2-design of points and (hyper)planes of PG.3; 2/.
(4) If fX; Y; Zg is regular and q > 4, then X , Y and Z are on the same secant line of .
(5) The triple fX; Y; Zg is regular iff q  0 (mod 4) and every line neither on X , Y nor Z
meets E.X/\ E.Y / (and also E.Y /\ E.Z/ and E.X/\ E.Z/) in q=4 points, while the
lines through X , Y or Z meet this set in either 0 or q=2 points.
From now on, we suppose that q  8, because of (3) of Result 1.
DEFINITION 2. A secant line s of  is said to be strongly regular if for any two distinct
points X and Y on s n .s \/ there is a point Z 2 s n .s \/ such that the triple fX; Y; Zg is
-regular.
Examples of hyperovals with a strongly regular secant line are the translation hyperovals of
a (not necessarily Desarguesian) projective plane of even order [10].
REMARK 2. Since a regular hyperoval of PG.2; 2d/ is a translation hyperoval with respect
to any line on its nucleus, it follows that any line on the nucleus is strongly regular.
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From now on, we suppose that ‘1 is a strongly regular -secant line. We set  \ ‘1 D
fO; N g and  D nfO; N g. For every line ‘ 6D ‘1 on N , we define the following incidence
structure, D‘‘1./:
points—the points of ‘1 D ‘1 n fO; N g;
blocks—the points of ‘ D ‘ n .‘ \/, denoted by [P], [Q] and so on;
incidence—X is incident with [P] if the line P X is -secant.
Following [6], we will denote by Pn.2/ the 2-design of points and hyperplanes of the
projective geometry of dimension n over the field GF .2/.
PROPOSITION 1. D‘‘1./ is a 2 − .q − 1; q=2 − 1; q=4 − 1/ symmetric design, and is iso-
morphic to Pd−1.2/, for some integer d  3. In particular, the order q of 5q is a power of
two, q D 2d .
PROOF. See Theorem 3.2 in [11]. 2
Let P be any point of 5q n .[ ‘1/. We denote by SP the set of points X 2 ‘1 such that
the line P X is -secant. Then SP is the point set of the block [P] of D‘‘1./ (here ‘ is the
line P N ). We remark that jSP j D q=2− 1 and that if U and V are distinct points on the line
‘ and U; V 62 ‘ \, then jSU \ SV j D q=4− 1.
For every point P 2 5q n , we set EP D E.P/ \ ‘1 and for every point Q 2 5q n ,
Q 6D P , let rP Q D jEP \ EQ j and sP Q D jSP \ SQ j. Since jEP j D q=2, it follows that
sP Q C q2 − rP Q D
q
2
− 1I
whence
sP Q D rP Q − 1:
LEMMA 2. Let P be a point of 5q n . [ ‘1/ and ‘ a line on P , different from the lines
P O and P N . Then, letting Q vary in ‘ n .‘ \ ‘1/, Q 6D P , Q 62 , if ‘ is an exterior line,X
Q
rP Q D q
2
4
; (1)
X
Q
r2P Q D
q2.q C 2/
16
; (2)
while, if ‘ is a secant line, X
Q
rP Q D q.q − 2/4 ; (3)X
Q
r2P Q D
q3
16
: (4)
PROOF. Let ‘ be an exterior line. Equality (1) is obtained counting in two ways the pairs
.Z ; Q/ 2 EP  [‘ n .‘ \ ‘1/], such that Q 6D P and the line Q Z is exterior. In fact, if
‘ \ ‘1 D NZ , then NZ 2 EP and
j.Z ; /j D
(
q − 1; if Z D NZ
q
2
− 1; otherwise,
j.; Q/j D rP Q :
Hence equality (1) follows.
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To obtain (2), we count the (ordered) triples .Z ; Z 0; Q/ 2 EP  EP  [‘ n .‘ \ ‘1/], such
that Z 6D Z 0, and Q 6D P and the lines Q Z and Q Z 0 are both exterior. Then the number
j.Z ; Z 0; /j equals either q=2 − 1, if Z D NZ or Z 0 D NZ , or q=4 − 1, since Z ; Z 0 belong to a
regular triple and fZ ; Z 0; NZg is never regular, as the lines P Z , P Z 0, P NZ are all three exterior.
Furthermore,
j.; ; Q/j D rP Q.rP Q − 1/:
ThusX
Q
rP Q.rP Q − 1/ D

q
2
− 1

.q − 2/C

q
4
− 1

q
2

q
2
− 1

− .q − 2/

D q
2
16
.q − 2/:
Using (1), equality (2) follows.
Now let ‘ be a secant line and NZ D ‘ \ ‘1. Equality (3) is obtained proceeding as for (1).
To obtain (4), we count the (ordered) triples .Z ; Z 0; Q/ 2 EP  EP  [‘ n .‘\ ‘1/], such that
Z 6D Z 0, Q 6D P and the lines Q Z , Q Z 0 are both exterior. Then
j.Z ; Z 0; /j D
8<:
q
2
− 1; if fZ ; Z 0; NZg is regular,
q
4
− 1; otherwise,
j.; ; Q/j D rP Q.rP Q − 1/:
Hence equality (4) follows. 2
THEOREM 1. Let ‘1 be a strongly regular secant line of . Then there are q − 1 other
hyperovals 1; : : : ; q−1 such that:
(1) i \ D  \ ‘1 D fO; N g, for every i D 1; : : : ; q − 1;
(2) P; Q 2 i iff SP D SQ;
(3) ; 1; : : : ; q−1, where i D i n fO; N g, is a partition of 5q n ‘1.
PROOF. We know that the 2-design D‘‘1./ is isomorphic to Pd−1.2/, for every line ‘ 6D ‘1
on N . If m 6D ‘ is another line on N , then D‘‘1./ is isomorphic to Dm‘1./. Moreover, these
two designs have the same lines, which are the -regular triples. Then for every point P 2 ‘
there is exactly one point Q 2 m such that SP D SQ . It follows that the equivalence relation
on 5q n . [ ‘1/
P  Q if SP D SQ
has q − 1 equivalence classes, each of which has q points.
We prove that each equivalence class is a q-arc. It suffices to show that for every point
P 2 5q n . [ ‘1/ on each line through P there is at most one point Q 6D P such that
SP D SQ . This is clear when the line is either the line P O or P N . Let t be a line on P ,
different from the lines P O and P N . Let NQ 6D P be a point on t such that SP D SNQ . Then
if t is an -exterior line, equalities (1) and (2) of Lemma 2 becomeX
Q 6D NQ
rP Q D .q − 2/q4 ;
X
Q 6D NQ
r2P Q D .q − 2/
q2
16
;
whence rP Q D q=4 and sP Q D q=4 − 1. The same result is obtained when t is an -secant
line. Therefore we may deduce that on every line on P 2 5q n.\‘1/, distinct from the lines
P O and P N , there is exactly one point Q 6D P such that SP D SQ , while on the lines P O and
P N for any two distinct points Q and R we have jSQ \ SR j D q=4−1. Thus each equivalence
class is a q-arc. If i is an equivalence class, then the .q C 2/-set i D i [ fO; N g is a
hyperoval. Properties (1) and (3) follow. 2
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DEFINITION 3. The set P./ D f;1; : : : ; q−1g is called the hyperoval bundle defined
by .
LEMMA 3. Let ‘1 be a strongly regular secant line of the hyperoval , P./ the hyperoval
bundle and N a hyperoval such that N \ 1 D  \ ‘1. Then the following propositions are
equivalent:
(a) N 2 P./;
(b) for every X 2 ‘1 D ‘1 n . \ ‘1/, if a line on X (different from ‘1) is both -secant
(resp., -exterior) and N-secant, then every -secant (resp., -exterior) line on X is an
N-secant line;
(c)  and N have the same regular triples.
PROOF. .a/ ) .b/ Let N D i 2 P./ and ‘X 6D ‘1 any line on X . If ‘X is both an
-secant and i -secant line, then X 2 SP for every P 2 i , because of Theorem 1, part (2).
Therefore i  S.X/. Similarly, if ‘X is -exterior and i -secant, then i  E.X/.
.b/) .a/ It suffices to prove that if P , Q 2 N, then SP D SQ . By way of contradiction,
let X 2 SP , but X 62 SQ . Then the line Q X is -exterior and N-secant. By hypothesis,N  E.X/, but the line P X is -secant, a contradiction.
.a/ ) .c/ Let N D i 2 P./. We prove that if fX; Y; Zg is an -regular triple, then
fX; Y; Zg is also an i -regular triple.
Let P be any point of 5q n ‘1 and suppose both the lines P X and PY i -exterior. We
prove that the line P Z is i -secant.
If both P X and PY are -secant, then, since (a) is equivalent to (b), from (b) it follows
i  E.X/ and i  E.Y /. Therefore i  E.X/ \ E.Y /. As fX; Y; Zg is -regular, so
E.X/ \ E.Y /  S.Z/; whence i  S.Z/, which implies that the line P Z is i -secant.
The other cases, that is when both P X and PY are exterior or P X is -secant and PY is
-exterior, give the same result.
.c/ ) .b/ For every line ‘ 6D ‘1 on N , the projective geometries D‘‘1./ and D‘‘1. N/
determined by  and N, respectively, are isomorphic. As  and N have the same regular
triples, which are the lines of D‘‘1./ and D‘‘1. N/, for every block [P] of D‘‘1./ there is
exactly one block [ NP] of D‘‘1. N/ such that SP D S
N
NP ; moreover, P 62 N iff NP 62 . Thus an
isomorphism  between D‘‘1./ and D‘‘1. N/ is the following:  is the identity on the point
set and .[P]/ D [ NP] if SP D S NNP .
We remark that the block set of D‘‘1./ contains the block [ NA], where NA D ‘ \ N, while
the block set of D‘‘1. N/ contains the block [A], where A D ‘ \. If A D NA, then the two
projective geometries have the same block sets. In this case  is an automorphism, which is
the identity, since  fixes every point. This means that SP D S NP for every point P 6D N on ‘.
Let P./ D f;1; : : : ; q−1g and P. N/ D f N; N1; : : : ; Nq−1g be the hyperoval bundles
defined by  and N respectively and ‘ a line on N different from ‘1. Denoting by Ni the
hyperoval of P. N/ passing through the point A D ‘\, let X be any point of ‘1 such that
the line ‘X D AX is N-secant. Then the line ‘X is -secant. The hyperovals  and Ni have
the same regular triples and the projective geometries D‘‘1./ and D‘‘1. Ni / have the same
block sets. Therefore, because of the previous remark, SP D S
Ni
P , for every point P on ‘.
This means that the line P X is -secant iff it is Ni -secant. Since the line ‘X is both N-secant,
then every Ni -secant line on X is also N-secant. Thus we have proved that for every point P
on ‘ n fN g the line P X is -secant iff P X is N-secant.
Similarly, we can prove that if ‘X is an -exterior and N-secant line on X , then every
-exterior line on X is N-secant. 2
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3. THE CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM
THEOREM 2. Let 5q be a translation plane of even order q D 2d , d  3, with translation
line ‘1. A hyperoval  is a translation hyperoval iff the line ‘1 is a strongly regular -secant
line.
PROOF. In [10] it has been proved that the axis ‘1 of a translation hyperoval  is a strongly
regular secant. Conversely, assume that ‘1 is a strongly regular secant of the hyperoval .
We shall prove that  is a translation hyperoval with axis ‘1. We denote the translation group
of 5q by T . We set fO; N g D ‘1 \.
For every elation g with center O (resp., N ) and axis ‘1, the hyperoval g has the same
regular triples of . Since the plane 5q admits all the elations with center O and axis ‘1, then
by Lemma 3 the hyperoval bundle defined by  is PO./ D fg j g 2 TOg, where TO is the
subgroup of all the elations with center O and axis ‘1. Similarly, since 5q has all the elations
with center N and axis ‘1, the hyperoval bundle is also PN ./ D fh j h 2 TN g, where TN
is the subgroup of all the elations with center N and axis ‘1. Thus PO./ D PN ./. Hence
for every g 2 TO there is just one h 2 TN such that g D h ; that is, gh D . We have thus
a group of elations with axis ‘1 which stabilizes  and is regular on the points of n fO; N g.
Therefore  is a translation hyperoval. 2
COROLLARY 1. A hyperoval  of PG.2; 2d/, d  3, is regular iff  has two distinct strongly
regular secant lines. The nucleus of  is the meet of the two secant lines.
PROOF. This follows from Theorem 2, since a hyperoval of PG.2; 2d/ which is a translation
hyperoval with two distinct axes is a regular hyperoval, the nucleus of which is the meet of the
two axes. Furthermore, as already noticed (see Remark 2 in Section 2), for a regular hyperoval
every secant line on the nucleus is strongly regular. 2
COROLLARY 2. Let  be a regular hyperoval with nucleus N of PG.2; 2d/, where d  3.
Then only the lines through N are strongly regular.
PROOF. If s is strongly regular line not on N , then sg is again a strongly regular secant line,
for every g 2 P SL.2; 2d/. Therefore all the secant lines of  are strongly regular. Hence 
is a complete conic of nucleus X , for every X 2 . This happens only if q D 2 or q D 4 (see,
e.g., [5]). 2
REMARK 3. It is known (see, e.g., [5]) that a translation hyperoval  in the Desarguesian
plane PG.2; 2d/ has the canonical form
 D f.1; t; t2n / j t 2 GF .2d/g [ f.0; 1; 0/; .0; 0; 1/g; 1  n  d − 2; .n; d/ D 1:
The axis of  is the line ‘1 with equation x0 D 0. One easily checks that the triple
X D .0; 1; k/, Y D .0; 1; k/, Z D .0; 1; =. C //, with k D 2n − 1,  6D ,  6D 0,
 6D 0, is a regular triple. Moreover, the hyperoval bundle defined by  contains the hyperovals
 D f.1; t C ; t2n / j t 2 GF .2d/g [ f.0; 1; 0/; .0; 0; 1/g;  2 GF .2d/:
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